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Setting down his thoughts on swordplay, on winning, and on spirituality, legendary swordsman
Miyamoto Musashi intended this modest work as a guide for his immediate disciples and future
generations of samurai. He had little idea he was penning a masterpiece that would be eagerly
devoured by people in all walks of life centuries after his death.Along with The Art of War by Sun
Tzu, The Book of Five Rings has long been regarded as an invaluable treatise on the strategy of
winning. Musashi's timeless advice on defeating an adversary, throwing an opponent off-guard,
creating confusion, and other techniques for overpowering an assailant was addressed to
readers of earlier times on the battlefield and now serves the modern listener in the battle of
life.In this new rendering by the translator of Hagakure and The Unfettered Mind, William Scott
Wilson adheres rigorously to the 17th-century Japanese text and clarifies points of ambiguity in
earlier translations. In addition, he offers an extensive introduction and a translation of Musashi's
rarely published The Way of Walking Alone.

Title: New book illustrates Spencer Shops' historyAuthor: Staff WriterPublisher:
salisburypost.comDate: 7/22/2011A new pictorial history features more than 200 vintage images
of Southern Railway's Spencer Shops, from its beginning to the final days in the 1970s.Once
Southern Railway's largest repair facility between Washington and Atlanta, Spencer Shops has
been transformed today into the N.C. Transportation History Museum.The book will be available
Aug. 8 at local bookstores, independent retailers, online retailers and through its publisher,
Arcadia Publishing. Retail price is $21.99.Larry K. Neal Jr., chief of museum operations and
education at Spencer Shops, authored the publication, which also includes a foreword by Jim
Wrinn, editor of "Trains" magazine.According to a press release from Arcadia, "Southern
Railway's Historic Spencer Shops" covers through images the creation of Spencer Shops and
the town of Spencer, steam and diesel locomotive repair and operation, the people of Spencer
Shops and the operation's final years."This book tells the story of how Spencer Shops came to
be, its role in transportation and its continued use today as a N.C. historic site," Arcadia says in
the press release."The trains that the shop prepared were hauling everyday freight --
Appalachian lumber, Piedmont textiles and perishables -- or were famous passenger trains like
the Crescent, the Peach Queen and many more. Others were more notable, such as the
locomotive in the folk ballad 'The Wreck of the Old 97' or President Roosevelt's funeral train in
1945."Spencer Shops operated for roughly 80 years, from the late 1800s to its closure in 1979.
For much of that period, it was Rowan County's largest employer.The shop complex and its
accompanying yards, transfer sheds and stockyards comprised a major economic engine for the
region.Photographs for this book come from numerous sources, including the N.C. Division of
Archives and History, Rowan Museum Inc., J. Marvin Black, Marvin Rogers, Vernon Lane, Patsy



McBride, Bill Rabon and June Pryor.Photographers who shot many of the images include David
P. Driscoll, C.K. Marsh and David Patton."Southern Railway's Historic Spencer Shops" is part of
Arcadia's "Images of America" series, which since its launch in 1993 has aimed at preserving
and sharing histories of hundreds of communities in the country.The series has expanded
through the years to include regional historical topics, examining things such as transportation,
industry, architecture and ethnic groups."Southern Railway's Historic Spencer Shops," $21.99,
Arcadia Publishing. Available Aug. 8 at local retailers, online bookstores or through Arcadia
Publishing at www.arcadiapublishing.com or 888-313-2665.About the AuthorLarry K. Neal Jr.
writes on behalf of the North Carolina Transportation Museum, which, with its affiliated nonprofit,
the North Carolina Transportation Museum Foundation, is dedicated to preserving the moving
stories of people on the go in the Tar Heel State.
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Walter E. Kurtz, “Interesting, but of limited use to most people. Book of Five Rings is a fencing
manual with a dose of philosophy added for good measure. It is considered to be a classic, but
after reading it I cannot see why, for the book is of very limited use to the wider audience.The
Book of Five rings was written by a man named Miyamoto Musashi. Musashi lived in feudal
Japan in the first half of the seventeenth century. Today he is a semi-legendary figure, and like all
semi-legendary figures, most of the tales surrounding his life are more fiction than fact. What is
known for certain is that Musashi came from very humble background. Most likely his parents
were simple peasants or something similar. From very early age, he was fascinated (obsessed,
one could say) with combat. He trained himself to be a warrior. When he reached early twenties,
he started to travel the land far and wide, seeking renown warriors and challenging them to see
who is better. It is estimated that he fought some sixty duels, all of them victorious. Many of the
men he had defeated and killed were warriors of great prowess. Some were even (before
meeting Musashi) thought to be the best fighters in all of Japan. Aside for duels, Musashi had
also fought in a number of battles and other violent engagements.By the time he had reached
late thirties, Musashi had something of a spiritual revelation. While he did continue to train with
weapons for the rest of his life, he gave up on violence and started to learn other crafts, such as
tea ceremonies (a big thing in Japanese culture) and poetry.Musashi died in his fifties from
natural causes (most likely cancer). Shortly before dying, when he could feel death coming for
him, he wrote the Book of Five Rings.So much about the man; now about his book. Five Rings is
martial arts manual first and philosophy treaty second. Most of the advice given in it is strictly of
technical nature. For example, Musashi talks about how you should hold the sword one-handed
rather than two-handed, or how you should position yourself in such a way that the sun stays
behind you at all times. Most of the advice is about wielding a sword.This part of the book would
certainly be of interest to anyone practicing fencing and other martial arts, but few of it is
revolutionary. For example, Musashi talks about constantly pushing your opponent onto difficult
terrain. That is hardly a revolutionary idea. Even someone who has no fighting experience
whatsoever would recognize this as common sense.The other part of the book talks about
conflict in general. Most of the advice can be boiled down to “study your opponent carefully, use
his weaknesses and strengths against him, and always do the unexpected.” This is all good
advice that can be used in any conflict from waging war to negotiating a business deal, but it is
hardly revolutionary.Five Rings does have some interesting general philosophical thoughts and
advice, however. For example, Musashi says that combat is a way of life, but other people
(craftsmen, artists, etc.) also have their own way of life, which is no easier or harder than the
path of the warrior. Every occupation should be respected, and even be learned from. Musashi
also says that in the end we must rely only on ourselves, that we should not seek out to acquire
material possessions or money and, this one is my favorite, not to regret all the roads we have
walked in life.We all have made decisions at some point that we wish we could take back. We all



have committed mistakes and, perhaps, even done shameful things. While I do believe that we
should seek to atone for the bad things we had done in the past, making mistakes teaches us a
lot. No matter what road you and I have walked in life, it had taught us many things and made us
into who we are today. Even if you believe that the road you took was the wrong one, at least
walking it helped you to come to that realization and now all that accumulated experience and
knowledge can be used to walk a better road and make better choices in life.I also liked the fact
that after dispersing each piece of advice, Musashi says: “this should be studied thoroughly.” He
recognizes that his book is not a repository of some secret, revolutionary wisdom that will all by
itself change the reader’s life. It is an instruction manual, yes, but true understanding will come
from practice, practice and more practice. Just as with modern martial arts manuals, they can
show you detailed schematics of various combat moves, but staring at the illustrations won’t
make you into a martial artist. To acquire skill in combat, you need to get your hands dirty and
practice (with trained professionals, of course).This humility on Musashi’s part is refreshing.
Nowadays, many self-help books and other manuals claim that all you need to do is read them
and your life will suddenly change for the better. Yeah, right.To conclude, Book of Five Rings
would certainly be of interest to people studying martial arts, especially sword fighting. As for
other people, although it does contain useful tidbits of information and philosophy, you will need
to dig through page after page and layer after layer of advice about combat to get to the
interesting parts. If you are looking for life advice and eastern philosophy, there are better books
out there.But, in all fairness, I did enjoy this book nevertheless. Plus, it is short and to the point,
which for me is always a good thing. I’ll be generous and give it four stars.”

Tom, “Profound knowledge. This book was everything I thought it would be and then exceeded
that. I would highly recommend to anyone interested in martial arts or philosophy in general. Be
wary of some translations; I’ve heard not all are good. I can personally attest this translation is
very good and I didn’t have any issues in reading the book. Quality of the book I received was in
new condition (sometimes books can arrive scuffed). All in all highly recommend easily worth the
money.”

MEME from Spring Texas, “Bed table. When you have no furniture this is the best way to go.”

Derrick, “The definitive translation. The is supposedly the best translation out there. The book
itself has notes in the back where some of the sentences could be read in multiple ways, and
where wordplay doesn't come through to English. I have read several translations over the
years, and don't necessarily have a favorite. However, I do enjoy the extra insight that the notes
bring. The Book of Five Rings continues to be one of the most influential texts in martial arts.
Musashi discusses technique, opposing schools, the concepts behind using the techniques,
etc. If you are in the martial arts, you owe it to yourself to own a copy of this. It is short, at just
over 100 pages. To those outside of martial arts, I don't think this will be as useful. You may find



some principles interesting, but this is mostly about how to dominate another human in combat.
It's not normal people stuff. Those that want inspiration for business or other such nonsense are
kidding themselves.  Get business from business books.  Learn combat from those that lived it.”

Sir Gawain, “This is it, this is the book/translation to get.. Writings of a 16th 17th century
Japanese swordsman, philosopher Zen Buddhist, follower of the Way:(his Buddhist name, Niten
Dōraku) _This small book is the true holy grail of my soul and life. This is the summit of my true
mind and heart, my true way.”

Showdown, “Great book on Zen, sword fighting, and defeating you enemies.. Miyamoto Musashi
is a famous Japanese Samurai who was in at least 60 duels often to the death across Japan
fighting various warriors from many styles of fighting. Musashi supposedly never lost a duel
which is not entirely true as at least on one occasion he fled a battle when the odds were against
him. Musashi lived until the ripe old age of 60 which was old back in the time of the samurai. He
did not write this book until he was in his fifties after countless battles, contemplation, and
practice in becoming a true martial artist. Mushashi's belief system in the five rings or elements
that must be mastered to defeat your enemy is the same belief system that the Ninja in ancient
Japan had. The Ninja originally adopted these ideas from an ancient Chinese scroll on warfare.
The five elements or "rings" as Musashi calls them are Earth, Wind, Fire, Water, and Void. It is
interesting to note that Musashi also believes like many people do that the greatest enemy is in
fact oneself. This is a very good book from the philosophical standpoint of following Zen and
overcoming obstacles and opponents. However, in later chapters Musashi goes into great detail
on sword fighting techniques which are not very useful as there is no visual aide to assume the
forms he describes. If you want to learn sword fighting techniques I suggest "Shinobi
Gatana" (GHOST BLADE) by Steven Hayes - one of the only Americans ever trained by the last
Grand Master of Ninjitsu (unfortunately it is hard to come by and only available on VHS).
Musashi's book is a journey into the mind of a true martial artist, his ideals and techniques were
just as relevant in his time as our own.”

Anglian Traveller, “"Consider yourself lightly; consider the world deeply...do not begrudge death".
William Scott Wilson's translation of Miyamoto Musashi's 17th-century classic work of personal
philosophy is in every way excellent, and captures the spirit as well as the meaning of the text to
perfection. This small (not quite pocket-size but close) hardcover edition is also a very pleasing
artefact and a quality piece of work.Musashi's work focuses on practicing the `martial arts' -
particularly swordsmanship - not from the perspective of learning technique but from internal
spiritual development; the ascendancy of `mind' to which all technique must ultimately become
subservient.The `five rings' are in fact five chapters themed:1. Earth (the South)2. Water (the
East)3. Fire (the West)4. Wind (the North)5. Emptiness (the Center: all action and response is
most effective when preceded by emptiness - i.e. no internal noise, no preconceptions; "this



must be learned")Each themed chapter incorporates short paragraphs explaining a specific
aspect of how to win a contest or fight. For example, in the `Fire' ring, on `Imposing Fear:'"...the
heart of fear is in the unexpected...you do not frighten your opponents with what is right before
their eyes. People may be frightened by voices...or by making the small seem large...something
coming suddenly from the side also induces fear. You can frighten an opponent with your body,
with your sword or with your voice. It is essential to do this suddenly, when your opponent is not
expecting it. Take advantage of his fear and gain the victory immediately."Musashi was allegedly
self-taught, and learned everything through his own experience, introspection and native
intelligence. The `Book of Five Rings' is not meant to be some kind of bible, but continuously
exhorts the reader to "investigate this thoroughly" and do his own work, taking Musashi's
guidelines as a starting point to guard against fatal errors.The power of Musashi's work is in its
conciseness and its completeness. He is reported to have written this text in his final two years,
around age 60, to summarise and condense the essence of a lifetime of success in the martial
arts. It was considered vital in that age for a respected Samurai to be not just an accomplished
fighter but a poet, artist, ceramicist and philosopher; learned and accomplished in many things.
The book contains some of Musashi's best-known sketches and artworks, including one of his
self-portraits and the very famous, powerfully minimalist 'Shrike on a withered branch'.Overall, if
you want a good translation of this timeless classic, this edition can be unconditionally
recommended as a fine choice.”

Stefan Cazacu, “Interesting and educational. This is a very good and stylised book which
provides a great insight on Miyamoto Musashi and hes thought process and way of life. The
translation from Japanese to English is done to a very precise level and anyone interested in
modern day swordsmanship should most definitely have a read of the book.My only complaint
would be that sometimes the structure of writing can sometimes come across as repetitive and
the use of listing is used very often so it takes loads of patience to read this book , but definitely
worth it!”

F Rose, “A splendid interpretation of a classic. The more I read about Musashi, the more
IDiscover his almost narcissistic belief of superiority.He certainly changed the way”

The Researcher, “Subtle. Really enjoyable book. I’m in martial artist nor warrior, but I still found
this book enjoyable and thought provoking. Requires contemplation and re-reading but there are
plenty of practical lessons for life.”

The book by Tom Cotter has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 3,309 people have provided feedback.
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